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Blow for Heineken in �ght over RADLER mark

Moldova, Republic of - Simion & Baciu

This long-running dispute opposes Heineken Romania SA and local company Efes Vitanta Moldova Brewery SA
The Court of Appeal overturned the decision of the Chisinau Tribunal, which had upheld Heineken’s claims in their entirety
The dispute’s outcome has major implications for the Moldavian beer market 

 

In a decision rendered on 19 May 2021 in Case 3-2250/2019,the Court of Appeal in Chisinau, Republic of Moldova, analysed several cancellation
actions brought by Heineken Romania SA against decisions of the Moldavian trademark authority (the State Agency for Intellectual Property or
AGEPI). In these decisions, AGEPI had granted exclusive rights over several word marks containing the verbal element ‘Radler’ - namely, the
Moldavian trademarks RADLER (No 31202), RADLER ZERO (No 31896), RADLER GRAPEFRUIT (No 31895) and RADLER NATURAL (No 31897),
which covered goods in Class 32, including “beers” (hereinafter, ‘the RADLER trademarks’).

Background

The con�ict began in 2015, when Heineken �led observations before AGEPI claiming that the RADLER trademarks, �led by a local company, Efes
Vitanta Moldova Brewery SA, fell within the absolute grounds for refusal under Article 7 of the Moldavian trademark law (38/2008). Initially, the
examiners accepted Heineken’s arguments and refused the applications (as well as an additional application that was �led by Efes for the word
mark RADLER LEMON, also in Class 32) on the basis that:

they lacked distinctive character, as they consisted exclusively of signs which may serve, in the course of trade, to designate the
type/kind of product applied for; and
they were liable to mislead consumers with respect to the remaining products in Class 32 for which the applications were �led (ie,
mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making
beverages).

The initial refusals on absolute grounds were overturned by Efes, which appealed to AGEPI’s Appeals Committee. The Appeals Committee
allowed the RADLER trademarks to proceed to registration, accepting Efes’ arguments that the German word ‘Radler’, in its meaning of ‘shandy’,
has no equivalent in the Romanian language, and that it could be translated as ‘cyclist’ or could be regarded as a family name. The Appeals
Committee also accepted Efes’ arguments that:

it had been the �rst to introduce Radler products on the Moldavian market;
it had extensively used such term for promoting said products; and
the name Radler was associated with Efes in the relevant public’s mind, and had acquired distinctive character through use.

Heineken’s appeal to the Chisinau Tribunal

Considering that Efes had started to exercise its exclusive rights over the RADLER trademarks by sending warning letters to other Radler
producers in Moldova (eg, Beermaster SA - this point was noted in the decision rendered by the court), and also claiming its own interest in
importing and selling Radler beers on the Moldavian market under its own house brands (eg, Ciuc Radler), Heineken continued to challenge the
registration of the RADLER trademarks by seeking the annulment of AGEPI’s decisions and, ultimately, the cancellation of the RADLER
trademarks. Heineken thus �led a claim before the Chisinau Tribunal (Rascani headquarters) (File No 3-2250/2019.

Heineken argued, among other things, that the decisions issued by AGEPI’s Appeals Committee contravened the authority’s own “Guidelines to
Trademark Practice”, which are available on the AGEPI’s website, concerning the examination of trademark applications based on absolute
grounds for refusal. The guidelines state that a sign’s distinctive character must be evaluated based on the goods applied for and that the
application must have (acquired) distinctive character at the �ling date (and not subsequently to that date).  Thus, even if Efes was the �rst to
introduce Radler beers on the Moldavian market (which was contested based on evidence from the public database of the Moldavian Customs
Authority, which re�ected that this type of product was �rst imported into Moldova as early as 2006 and, in any case, long before the �ling date of
the contested applications), the products sold under the RADLER marks were placed into commerce by Efes only at a later stage (after the �ling
date). Therefore, the marks did not enjoy the distinctive character required by law (and claimed to be derived from their intensive use on the
market) at the time the applications were �led.  
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Additionally, Heineken argued that the applications for the RADLER trademarks had been �led in bad faith by Efes, with the intent to prevent third
parties from accessing the Moldavian market. In fact, Efes’ bad faith had been noted by the Moldavian courts in the past - for example, in Case
2a-2626/2017, the Chisinau Tribunal ordered the cancellation on the ground of bad faith of the Moldavian trademark SILVA (No 26238), which
also covered goods in Class 32 and was identical to a known Romanian house brand belonging to Heineken’s portfolio. Lastly, Heineken alleged
that Efes had attempted on several occasions to obtain exclusive rights over other trademarks within its portfolio which were known house
brands on the Romanian market and were also imported into Moldova (eg, Golden Brau and Ciuc); however, all these applications had been
rejected upon oppositions �led by Heineken before AGEPI.

Heineken’s claims were upheld in their entirety by the Chisinau Tribunal in its ruling of 19 October 2020. Itordered the annulment of the decisions
issued by AGEPI’s Appeals Committee, as well as the cancellation of the RADLER trademarks.

Efes’ appeal to the Chisinau Court of Appeal

Efes further appealed, which resulted in the lower-court decision being overturned. The appeal court’s motivation is still awaited by the parties.

The decision of the Chisinau Court of Appeal may still be further appealed by �ling a recourse before the Moldavian Supreme Court.

Comment

This long-running dispute is of particular interest to brand owners, as it re�ects the Moldavian authorities’ practice when dealing with applications
falling within the absolute grounds for refusal and featuring terms that have become generic on the EU market. The con�ict’s outcome is
extremely important given its implications for the Moldavian beer market. Should a single entity be awarded exclusive rights over such a
descriptive and generic sign, which is widely used in the course of trade on the EU market, companies doing business in that sector would be
prohibited from placing Radler products on the market and, ultimately, from using this term to inform the public.  
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